May 5, 1943

Dear Ones,

I am starting this letter during a ten minute break. I may not finish for a week, but I'll try. My talk with you last night, mother left my eyes a little teardrilled but my reality, it has picked me up immensely. I love to hear you ones. I am so sorry that I could not speak to all. I am hoping that the mail delivery will start like regular now. I think, along with that I have become very much a socialized in my part. I hope to. They have to fulfill and reinforce these days. Oh, well that I think I have been have a very good time back. Yet tomorrow goes away in a long day nonetheless. Yet the thrilling day.

5:20 a.m.
5:30 attendance Ross
6:00 Eat
7:00 Drill
8-12 class
12-1 Eat
1-5 Drill
5-7:30 free (except on Monday and Wednesday when we have mass exercise)
7:30-9:30 study hour
9:30 to 12:00 free (ha ha)

All these times I must be reminded do not allow for ten minutes of falling not walking. We have lots to get to the sounds please and that comes out of my time. Anyway it is a physically and mentally exhausting day. Finding time to wind down and to perform absolute necessities is the neat problem.

It is a real moment when we escape to the PX or go to church or is to tailor shop. Many times have to stay a meal here there and then to get things done. One good moment gain changing clothes, cleaning up, brushing and in beds and playing cards. We have to be on the ball and in the go all the time. They have been very busy but after today (Wednesday) we are really for anything of inspection, personal notices and we will listen. The gig system is very very strict and
as I wrote before, I think too many go too often on bad marks. But they won't have what I went for just any
occasion, as 5-14 go or until we see
weekend time. However, try dangerous.
This no system, that is in college plus personal
medals only, and ospc and upness is 1 facet of our activity.

The second aspect is on dull stuff, we do only
this day, but if practical, as my watched the
form, my leadership personality, compared
you have to learn to tell from your drapery. (??) spilling to meditate myself. I have to
learn able to help this belly in my steady is
pretty good. But why effort connects everything.

The third aspect is my character with
which will study period adds value to his a day.
all my general s&shere. Why I can tell you
my past weeks are spending every a day twice, you
havequires every day and a big test every few
day. I am still about this group matter
and take time. It is very encouraging.

My attitude is sort of strange. I think you'll get through
with plenty to rear. May be wrong but I think maybe
catch all everything they want, and yet when it pain,
I can say to myself that it is for harder, if it not,
we have a quick hurry and candidly help you.
Exhausted I was plenty steady and just plenty mistakes, but it learn you must find me
making the same mistakes next time.

Well, I might quit around sign if
for which I try to meet cards regularly.

Yours,

Sunny